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Transparent oxide rolled-up microtube arrays were constructed on Si substrates by the deposition of

a pre-stressed oxide layer on a patterned photoresist sacrificial layer and the subsequent removal of this

sacrificial layer. These microtubes as well as their arrays can be well positioned onto a chip for further

applications, while their dimensions (e.g. length, diameter and wall thickness) are controlled by tunable

parameters of the fabrication process. Due to the unique tubular structure and optical transparency,

such rolled-up microtubes can serve as well-defined two-dimensionally (2D) confined cell culture

scaffolds. In our experiments, yeast cells exhibit different growth behaviors (i.e. their arrangement)

in microtubes with varied diameters. In an extremely small microtube the yeast cell becomes highly

elongated during growth but still survives. Detailed investigations on the behavior of individual yeast

cells in a single microtube are carried out in situ to elucidate the mechanical interaction between

microtubes and the 2D confined cells. The confinement of tubular channels causes the rotation of cell

pairs, which is more pronounced in smaller microtubes, leading to different cellular assemblies. Our

work demonstrates good capability of rolled-up microtubes for manipulating individual and definite

cells, which promises high potential in lab-on-a-chip applications, for example as a bio-analytic system

for individual cells if integrated with sensor functionalities.
Introduction

The control and manipulation of living cells by using novel

micro- or nanostructures is of great importance in tissue engi-

neering, cancer therapy and fundamental cellular research.1,2

Various methods and structures have been adopted to control

and guide the growth of living cells, such as micropattern

arrays,3 microgrooves4 and cell adhesion activated by fluores-

cence.5 However, these methods merely provide the cell control

on a two-dimensional (2D) planar surface. In practice, cells are

sensitive, and respond to cues from the environment, and thus

behave differently in 2D and 3D,6 which causes the cell

response in vivo to vary from that of cells cultured on a 2D flat

surface.7–9 For example, Li et al.8 reported that neuroblastoma

cells cultured in a 3D matrix could exhibit differential gene

expression and longer neurites than 2D counterparts. Further-

more, traditional biological assays normally analyze the data

averaged across large number of cells, and overlook the inter-

esting and valuable information which can be obtained from

individual cells.10–12 Therefore, in order to investigate cell

behaviors individually, a 3D micro- or nano-scaffold, which can

be employed as an artificial in vivo environment, is highly

sought-after.13,14

Among all 3D microstructures possible for cell culturing,

microtubes, which can be also considered as an in vitro mimic of

a vessel,15 offer the advantage of a uniform diameter, a good

directionality and a strict 2D confinement. Thus, researchers can
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conveniently use microtubes to practically guide in vitro growth

of living cells within, and further investigate the mechanical

interaction between cells and microtubes. This should be of

biological importance because the mechanical interaction

between cells and their environment has been previously

demonstrated to influence the cellular viability, function and

gene expression by inducing cell deformation.16 In particular,

gene expression of budding yeast affected by an external stress

has been studied.17 Although some research has attempted to

mimic a 3D environment for tissue engineering by designing well-

defined architectures,18 only a few works have been reported by

using microtubular structures as the cell culture scaffolds.9 We

believe this deficiency is mainly due to the lack of an efficient

technology for the mass production of microtubular structures

with a size similar to the cells, which can be achieved by the

rolled-up nanotechnology developed recently.19,20 The general

strategy involves depositing a pre-stressed active layer on

a sacrificial layer and then selectively etching away the under-

lying sacrificial layer to release the active layer which can bend up

and eventually roll up into a microtube. Such a universal strategy

has been successfully employed to fabricate on-chip-positioned

microtubes of various materials and of defined lengths and

diameters.20–22 The successful demonstration of a fluidic appli-

cation using a microtube22 also makes rolled-up microtubes

suitable candidates for potential applications such as cell culture

scaffolds in biological experiments.12,23–25

In this work, rolled-up transparent oxide microtube arrays

were fabricated and used as 2D confined cell culture scaffolds

for individual yeast cells, which could be a useful alternative to

animal and mammalian cells.26 It is worth noting that the high-

density microtube array is also relevant for high-throughput cell
Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 263–268 | 263
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assays.27 These oxide microtubes provide an optically trans-

parent container and enables in situ monitoring of the growth

and budding of individual yeast cells by optical microscopy. The

experimental results indicate that the growth of yeast cells in

microtubes can be aligned due to the confinement provided by

the tubular channels. Detailed analysis was carried out on the

budding of individual yeast cells inside a single microtube to

clarify the mechanical interaction between microtubes and yeast

cells. This work can pave the way for further explorations of bio-

applications of rolled-up microtubes like cell diagnosis employ-

ing individual cell arrays.28

Experimental

The formation process of rolled-up microtubes is schematically

displayed in Fig. 1(a). Briefly, a uniform ARP-3510 photoresist

(Allresist GmbH) layer is deposited on a Si (100) wafer by spin-

coating at a speed of 3500 RPM. The photoresist patterns with

different sizes and shapes (such as squares and circles) are

fabricated by using conventional photolithography. The thick-

ness of the obtained photoresist pattern is measured to be�2 mm

by a profiler, and this patterned layer was used as a sacrificial

layer in the roll-up process. The active layer (SiO/SiO2 bi-layer

structure) was deposited under high vacuum (< 10�4 Pa) by

electron beam evaporation with a glancing angle of 75�. The

glancing angle deposition adopted in the current experiment
Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram illustrating the fabrication process of

rolled-up transparent microtubes. (b) Optical microscope image of an

ordered array of rolled-up microtubes. The transparent microtubes

exhibit excellent alignment and uniformity. The inset shows an

SEM image of a typical microtube. The microtube is tightly rolled

and a vertical residual film remains. (c) Optical microscope image of

a large microtube after Al2O3 deposition, where the tube wall remains

transparent.
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ensures the opening of windows for the following chemical

etching process because a gap remains open at the far end of the

photoresist pattern due to the ballistic shadow effect in glancing

angle deposition (see Fig. 1(a)). This mechanism allows to

precisely position the obtained microtubes on the surface and is

therefore easily integrated on a chip with different functions. The

underetching process was conducted by placing the samples in

the chamber of a critical point dryer (CPD030, Bal-Tec AG),

which was filled with acetone (Basf GmbH). The acetone can

penetrate through the open gap and selectively removes the

underneath photoresist layer to release the top active layer. Due

to the existence of intrinsic stress in the SiO/SiO2 bi-layer struc-

ture, the free-standing films bend up and self-assemble into

a tubular structure. The microtubes were dried in the critical

point dryer by using liquid CO2 as intermedia to avoid collapse.

To strengthen the obtained microtubes mechanically, a 50-nm-

thick Al2O3 layer was deposited onto both the inner and outer

surfaces of the microtubes by atomic layer deposition (ALD,

SavannahTM 100, Cambridge NanoTech Inc.) prior to cell culture

experiments. The treated microtube is robust enough to with-

stand repeated washing. Besides, the ALD treatment can also

improve the bio-compatibility of the tube surface29,30 and fix the

microtubes on a chip more rigidly, which in turn simplifies

observation of individual yeast cells (see Fig. 1(a)). In the culture

experiment, budding yeast cells (bakery yeast) are used. The

chips with different microtubes were put into 50 mL YPD

medium (Casein, enzymatically digested 20 g l�1, Yeast extract 10

g l�1, Glucose 20 g l�1, pH-value 6.5 � 0.2, Carl Roth GmbH +

Co. KG) containing yeast cells and cultured overnight at 28 �C.

Yeast cells that grew into the microtubes were then used

for further characterizations and culturing. The microtube

morphology and yeast cell activities were investigated using

a combination of scanning electron microscopy (SEM, in Zeiss

NVision40 workstation) and optical microscopy (Zeiss Axiotech

vario) connected to a camera (Zeiss AxioCam MR) for high-

resolution color images.
Results and discussion

Fig. 1(b) shows an optical microscope image of a silicon oxide

microtube array formed on circular photoresist patterns (without

the additional Al2O3 layer). One can see that the transparent

oxide microtubes arrange in a highly ordered manner and align

into the same direction. This uniform arrangement is controlled

by the aforementioned glancing angle deposition, in which the

deposition direction and the flux of evaporated materials are the

same for all individual photoresist patterns. After chemical

etching of the photoresist sacrificial layer, each circularly shaped

active layer has rolled up into a microtube, starting from the

opening formed at the far side and ending at the opposite well-

attached edge of the photoresist layer (Fig. 1(a)), leaving

a circular blank area on the substrate. The vertical residual film

(see the red arrows in Figs. 1(a) and (b)), which is located at the

upper semicircular edge of the blank area, forms during depo-

sition and still partially connects to the tube wall (see enlarged

SEM image in the inset of Fig. 1(b)). The height of the vertical

film is equal to the thickness of the patterned photoresist layer,

which is confirmed by the SEM image. Since the roll-up process

will stop automatically at the edge of the photoresist pattern, we
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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Fig. 2 Optical microscope images of yeast cells inside and outside the

microtube after cell culture of (a) 0 and (b) 120 min. The two optical

microscope images are obtained at the same region. (c) The normalized

cell number as a function of culture time. The black and red plots

correspond to cells in free environment and microtube respectively, and

no difference between two plots can be observed from a statistical point

of view. The blue dashed line shows an exponential fit for growth curve of

free cells.
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can easily position the microtubes on a chip by designing

appropriate geometrical patterns. As one can see in Fig. 1(b),

a highly ordered microtube array was formed on circular

photoresist patterns having diameters of D ¼ 40 mm. The tube

diameter d is measured to be �5 mm (see enlarged SEM image in

the inset of Fig. 1(b)). Assuming that the microtube is tightly

rolled with compact windings as displayed in the SEM image, we

can calculate the maximum rotations nmax at the middle part of

the microtube by nmax ¼ D/(pd), which yields �2.5 rotations in

the present case. Geometrical parameters of the obtained

microtube such as lengths (from 10 to 1000 mm in current

experiment) and rotations can be determined by predefining the

photoresist patterns. Therefore, conventional and highly parallel

photolithography is a convenient and straightforward way to

integrate rolled-up microtubes with different dimensions onto

a single chip.

However, the tube diameter cannot be pre-determined by the

pattern. It has been shown previously that the diameter of the

microtube is influenced by intrinsic stress and structural prop-

erties of the active layer.19,31,32 In microtubes formed from

epitaxial bi-layer structures, the intrinsic stress originates from

the lattice mismatch, because the materials in the two layers tend

to relax toward their bulk lattice constants after being released

from the sacrificial layer. Due to the different deposition tech-

nique applied here, we consider other mechanisms to explain the

existence of the intrinsic stress gradients in our films: firstly,

during evaporation different thermal expansions between

photoresist layer and active layer could lead to stresses in both

layers (there is an increase of the temperature due to the material

beam impinging onto the substrate); secondly, varying deposi-

tion parameters (e.g. deposition rate) during the active layer

deposition can further generate a stress difference. The combi-

nation of these two factors introduces an intrinsic stress gradient

that causes the bending or rolling of the active layer after release.

Although a quantitative explanation of the intrinsic stress in such

non-epitaxial layers is still challenging, we are able to control the

tube diameter (from �1.5 to �14 mm for silicon oxide micro-

tubes) by adopting different experiment parameters. In Fig. 1(c),

we show an optical microscope image of a large microtube with

a diameter of �10 mm (compared to the 5 mm diameter in

Fig. 1(a)) after coating with a 50-nm-thick Al2O3 layer. The

microtube is straight and uniform in diameter and still trans-

parent after Al2O3 coating.

As for bio-applications of rolled-up microtubes, we first

investigate the reproduction of yeast cells in the confinement of

a microtube. In this experiment, we cultured the yeast cells in

a large microtube with diameter of �9 mm and length > 600 mm

for a duration of 120 min. In order to compare activities of the

cells confined in the microtubes to those in a free environment,

we also seeded some yeast cells in the free area close to the

microtube to ensure the same culture condition. The obtained

results about the reproduction of yeast cells are summarized in

Fig. 2. Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) display the corresponding optical

microscope images of the same region at the beginning (0 min)

and the end (120 min) of the culture experiment, respectively.

At 0 min, the yeast cells outside the microtube rest sparsely on

the flat surface, exhibiting an elliptic geometry. Meanwhile,

several yeast cells distribute randomly inside the microtube, and

the space between yeast cells is clearly seen. After 120 min of
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
culturing, many yeast cells reproduce by budding. In Fig. 2(b),

we can see that the outside yeast cells grow into a dendritic shape

through continuous budding. But for the yeast cells inside the

microtube, the situation is different. Although the size and shape

of the cells do not change significantly, the microtube becomes

blocked by new yeast cells due to the space confinement. As

a result the yeast cells inside the microtube arrange themselves

into a ‘zigzag’ pattern rather than into the dendritic pattern

observed outside the microtube. Quantitatively, we counted and

plotted the number of yeast cells as a function of culture time

(see Fig. 2(c)). The numbers of the yeast cells inside and outside

the microtube are both normalized to 1 at 0 min for the sake of

clarity. The reproduction behaviour is similar in both cases

and the derived doubling time (�100 min) is similar to the value

reported in the literature.33,34 In addition, we should stress that
Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 263–268 | 265
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the cell density in themicrotube (�1.4� 104mm�2) is much higher

than that in the free environment (�1.3 � 103 mm�2) after

120 min. Within the chosen time interval, we do not observe any

saturation behaviour of the growth rate. This indicates that rol-

led-up microtubes are bio-compatible and suitable for various

bio-applications such as 2D confined cell culture scaffolds.

Surprisingly, yeast cells inside this large microtube can obtain

enough nutrition for their bio-activities indicating effective

transportation and exchange of chemicals through themicrotube.

Since the yeast cells in a microtube exhibit an arrangement

different from those in a free environment, we tried to use rolled-

up microtubes with varying diameters as culture scaffolds for

the cell reproduction. Our experimental results demonstrate

distinct differences in cell arrangements as microtubes scale

down in diameter. Fig. 3(a) displays optical microscope images

of 4 different microtubes containing yeast cells after a long-time

(�15 h) culture. The tube diameter was decreased stepwise from

left to right (marked by a grey arrow). The microtube in the first

panel has the largest diameter of �14 mm, and the elliptic yeast

cells in this microtube arrange into two separated rows. If the

tube diameter decreases to �10 mm, a ‘‘zigzag’’ cell chain is

observed in the second panel. This is a similar situation to that in

Fig. 2(b). If the tube diameter is further reduced to a value similar

to the minor axis of the elliptical yeast cell (�6.5 mm), the limited

space in the microtube only allows the yeast cells to form a single

straight row (the third panel). In the fourth panel, a microtube

with a smaller diameter (�5.5 mm) is shown. The yeast cells can
Fig. 3 (a) Optical microscope images of four different microtubes

containing yeast cells and the tube diameter was decreased stepwise from

left to right. The yeast cells in these microtubes exhibit different

arrangements. (b) Optical microscope image of a yeast cell residing in an

extremely small microtube. Its aspect ratio can reach 3.7 after a 120-min

culture. The red arrows mark the size of the inside yeast cell.

266 | Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 263–268
migrate into this microtube and are well aligned like a chain but

their elongation is clearly seen.

It is quite interesting that yeast cells can reside in an extremely

small microtube with a diameter of �3.5 mm, as demonstrated in

Fig. 3(b). Since the tube diameter is much smaller than that of the

yeast cell, the yeast cell is assumed to have entered the microtube

as a bud. This is strengthened by the observation of its growth

with increasing culture time. The volume of this yeast cell

increases from �75 mm3 at 0 min to �125 mm3 at 120 min, indi-

cating the yeast cell is still premature at the beginning of the

culture experiment. However, the volume of a typical yeast cell in

free environment is�250 mm3. Since no further volume expansion

of this confined yeast cell was observed with a prolonged culture,

the relatively small volume could be ascribed to a nutrition

shortage. The height to width aspect ratio of the yeast cells

increases from 2.2 to 3.7 after 120 min of culture (see Fig. 3(b)).

This value is significantly larger than�1.3 for a yeast cell in a free

environment. In this case, most of the cell wall is tightly pressed

against the inner surface of the microtube rather than exposed to

the culture media. As a result, although this yeast cell is still alive,

the bio-activities are suppressed, leading to a reduced cell volume.

To understand the cell arrangement in more detail, we carried

out in situ observations of yeast cells growing in the microtubes

with diameters of about 9, 6 and 4 mm. The growth and repro-

duction of yeast cells can be well confined by rolled-up micro-

tubes. The yeast cell pairs (mother cells and their buds) become

partially or totally aligned by the microtubes during growth due

to the limited free space. We use the angle between the cell pair

axis and the tube axis (see insets of Fig. 4) to quantify the
Fig. 4 Evolution of the angle between cell pair axis and tube axis as

a function of culture time, using microtubes with different diameters: (a)

9, (b) 6 and (c) 4 mm. Each plot with separated color corresponds to one

cell pair. The insets present optical microscope images illustrating

the rotation of typical cell pairs with increasing culture time. Scale bar:

10 mm.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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Fig. 5 Schematic diagrams explaining different arrangements of yeast

cells in (a) a large microtube and (b) a small microtube.
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alignment process of the cells. The plots in Fig. 4 present the

angle evolution as a function of culture time for cell pairs in

different microtubes. Each plot with separated color corresponds

to one individual cell pair. If the tube diameter is larger than the

cell (Fig. 4(a), d: �9 mm), the yeast cells will be pushed together

during their budding. Since the microtube used here is relatively

large, the mother cell itself can rotate to efficiently use the space

for its bud as shown in Fig. 5(a), and the maximum value of the

rotating angle increases to more than 60�. However, with the

growth of the daughter cell, the confinement of the tubular

channels causes a rotation of the cell pair and thus the angle

decreases. On the other hand, if the tube diameter is similar to or

even smaller than the cell size, the mother cell is well confined and

parallel to the tube axis before budding (Fig. 5(b)). According to

previous literature,35,36 the budding sites are always near the tip

region of the mother cell. Hence, the initial value of the angle is

much smaller in this case than that in the first case, as we can see

in Figs. 4(b) and (c) and Table 1. With the growth of daughter

cells, the interaction between the tube wall and the daughter cell

will drive the daughter cell to the center of the microtube (see

Fig. 5(b)). As we can see in Figs. 4(b) and (c), the angle eventually

decreases to 0, which is not observed in large microtubes. Here

another interesting phenomenon is observed. In Table 1, one can

see that the rotation rate is statistically lower for the cell pairs in

the culture experiment with the smaller microtubes. This most

likely originates from the prominent confinement of the smaller

microtube, which hinders the rotation of cell pairs because the

yeast cells become more immobile and cannot rotate as easily any
Table 1 Statistics about the angle between the cell pair axis and the tube
axis. Average starting angle, average ending angle and average rotation
rate are calculated for culture experiments in different microtubes.
Original data are derived from Fig. 4.

Tube
diameter (mm)

Starting
angle (degree)

Ending
angle (degree)

Rotation rate
(degree/min)

9 40.8 � 11.6 26.5 � 7.2 0.42 � 0.23
6 12.7 � 3.7 0.1 � 0.4 0.40 � 0.17
4 14.2 � 5.8 0 0.37 � 0.17

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
more. In addition, since the confinement of smaller microtubes

may cause a lack in nutrition, the contained yeast cells are

expected to grow at a slower rate, leading to a lower rotation

rate.3

Conclusions

We have constructed transparent silicon oxide microtube arrays

via the rolled-up process which involves conventional photoli-

thography technology, electron beam deposition as well as

chemical etching. The microtubes can be well positioned on the

substrate and the size tuning is easily realized by altering the

geometry of photoresist patterns and deposition parameters.

Compared to PDMS technology, the rolled-up technology can

fabricate microtubes with a smooth inner/outer surface and

a perfect circular cross-section, which could be challenging to

achieve for PDMS-based technology. Furthermore, the rolled-up

technology can be applied to many materials and material

combinations and thus it is relatively easy to fabricate micro-

tubes (microchannels) with customized surface chemical prop-

erties provided by the appropriate rolled-up materials.

To explore the feasibility for bio-applications of this kind of

rolled-up microtubes, we probed them as 3D cell culture scaf-

folds which provide a 2D confinement for individual yeast cells

inside the microtube. The experimental results demonstrate

a good bio-compatibility of rolled-up microtubes. In addition,

yeast cells exhibit different arrangements in microtubes with

various diameters, which were investigated by in situ observation

of individual yeast cells, and we found that the confinement of

tubular channels caused a rotation of cell pairs. The technology

presented in this work provides a possibility for microtubes to

integrate functionality as bio-analytic tubular microchannels in

lab-on-a-chip applications. For instance, rolled-up microtubes as

optical ring resonators,37 could serve as optofluidic sensors to

detect the presence of individual cells inside or even macromol-

ecules involved in their bioactivities, by checking spectral shifts

of the optical resonant modes.38
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